Hey Duchesne County School District!

From work, to home, to school, our phones are a key tool to navigate and communicate throughout the day. The custom-built Duchesne County School District app makes it easy for your families to stay up to date with district news and events.

Now, Duchesne County School District is making it easier for families to stay in touch with teachers and class information from that same app. Using the Duchesne County School District app families can easily switch from district and school information to Rooms, where they can see their student’s classes and engage directly with teachers. Rooms can be accessed via the web and from our district app, which is available for free and can be used from both Apple and Android phones. Families will need to create a login and password to use Rooms.

Three Main Benefits:
• All important information lives in one app for everything Duchesne County School District
• Keep families informed at the classroom-level
• Message parents directly

Rooms is a communication & messaging tool integrated directly with your Duchesne County School District app.
Parent, student and teacher user experience is at the heart of what makes Rooms so powerful. Rooms simplifies the digital classroom while bringing all communication into one place.

Make Rooms the hub of your digital learning & communication

- Stream
- Two-Way Messaging
- Materials
- Behavior
- Classes
Two-Way Messaging

Rooms offers better parent-teacher communication. Parents can see classroom announcements and message teachers in the same app where they get district and school news and updates. Teachers can find all of their messages on one platform. Students can message their teacher directly with questions about upcoming assignments. This is a safe space for student-teacher communication that is monitored by administrators.
Students can see class announcements and upcoming assignments within a particular class. Teachers and staff can upload class content, and students and guardians can view any new updates.
Our Materials feature takes away the time and stress of filing hard copy supplemental resources and curriculum notes. Teachers can upload and organize their entire semester’s worth of documents in one sitting. The best part? When a new semester begins, simply copy, paste and recycle your previous curriculum documents. Your new semester is ready in a matter of minutes!
When a student logs into Rooms, the first page they’ll see is the Classes Homepage. This page gives them quick and easy access to all of their classes, and they can view notifications within each class.
Apptegy is the first company in K-12 Technology to offer unlimited, free training and support to every single teacher, coach, and staff member at your district.

Translations

Translate any message, class information, or Class Stream content quickly and easily across both desktop and mobile. Built on Google’s framework, teachers and guardians can be on the same page regardless of what language is spoken at home.